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Focus Bridges: Moseley Bridges 

Of the many different designs of cast and wrought iron bowstring bridges developed by various bridge 

builders, mostly in the 1850s-1870s, some enjoyed more popularity than others, and similarly some 

survive in greater numbers today than others. Bowstring bridges designed by Thomas W. H. Moseley 

and built by his company, Moseley Iron Building Works of Boston, Massachusetts, are among the most 

rare of surviving bowstrings. While his bridges never became as popular as bowstring bridges built by 

other companies, they are nevertheless significant as one of the earliest standard patented designs of 

wrought iron bowstring bridge in the country. Patented in 1858, the wrought iron Moseley bowstring 

bridges were a contrast to famous Squire Whipple’s cast iron bowstring bridges, also built during this 

same period. Only a small number of these bridges are known to survive today. 

The Murphy Road Bridge over the Walloomsac River was built in the 1860s in Vermont. After being 

replaced and dismantled in 1958, it sat for decades until being moved and restored in 2013 to the Mile-

Around-Woods Trail in North Bennington, Vermont. This bridge uses many small wrought iron plate 

strips to connect the top chord to the bottom chord and form the bowstring truss. Two unusual curved 

members pass through all the vertical members as well. 

The Upper Pacific Mills Bridge was originally built in 1864 at Pacific Mills in Lawrence, Massachusetts. It 

was saved from demolition and put into storage for restoration in 1989, and erected and opened for 

pedestrian use on the campus of Merrimack College in North Andover, Massachusetts. It is larger than 

the Murphy Road Bridge, but has a similar design.  

The Hares Hill Road Bridge over French Creek in Chester County, Pennsylvania, was built in 1869 and 

uses a latticed arch for its superstructure. It has been rehabilitated and continues to carry highway 

traffic.  

The Monadnock Mills Bridge in Claremont, New Hampshire, was built in 1870, and it carried employees 

and gas lines across the Sugar River between Monadnock Mill No. 6 to the vicinity of the Claremont Gas 

Works, which supplied “illuminating gas” to light streets and buildings. The bridge is abandoned and 

deteriorated, but remains standing today. The bridge is a traditional bowstring bridge design in the 

sense that it has a panelized design of vertical members and diagonal members, but uses the unusual 

triangular tube top chord that Moseley favored for many bridges. 
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